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Announcement

● HW1 is due tomorrow
● HW2 will be released today



Biometric Authentication
● Biometric authentication systems authenticate an individual based her 

physical characteristic
● Types of biometric used in authentication

○ face

○ palm geometry

○ fingerprint

○ Iris

○ Signature

○ Voice

● Most common uses of biometric authentication is for specific applications 
rather than computer authentication



Biometric Authentication
● Like other authentication mechanisms, biometric authentication includes 

an enrollment phase during which a biometric is captured

○ the initial reading is often called a template

○ at authentication time, a new biometric reading is performed and is compared 

to the stored template

● Unlike other authentication mechanisms, biometric matching is 

approximate

○ each reading can be influenced by a variety of factors

■ e.g., light conditions, facial expressions, hair style, glasses, etc. for face recognition

○ some types of biometrics can match more accurately than others

■ e.g., iris vs. face or palm 



Biometric Authentication
● Biometric matching can be used to perform

○ verification

■ user’s biometric scan is used to match her own template only

○ identification

■ user’s biometric scan is used to match a database of templates

● Identification might not always be possible

● Biometric systems attempt to minimize

■ false reject rate: authentic biometric is rejected

■ false accept rate: imposter biometric is accepted

● Depending on the environment, minimizing one of them might be more 

important than minimizing both 



Biometric Authentication

● New types of biometrics are being explored

○ brain waves, heart beats, etc.

● Many forms of traditional biometrics can be stolen

● Static biometrics can be replayed 



Biometric Authentication
● Current research direction: biometric key generation

○ the idea: a biometric can be used to generate a cryptographic key

○ the key can be reproduced using another biometric close enough to the 

original

■ no need to remember any information such as a password

○ the key can be used for authentication or encryption

○ key generation algorithm produces a helper data that can later aid in 

recovering the same key from a noisy version of the biometric

○ security requirements are strict

■ the helper data must leak minimal information about the biometric

■ compromise of the key must not lead to recovery of the biometric



Summary
● Entity authentication is an important topic with the main application in 

access control

● Various techniques exist ranging from time-invariant passwords to 

provably secure identification schemes

● Despite the weak security password-base authentication provides, it is 

the most widely used authentication mechanism

○ ease of use, user familiarity, no infrastructure requirements

● Next time

○ access control mechanisms 



Liveness is Not Enough: Enhancing Fingerprint 
Authentication with Behavioral Biometrics to Defeat 

Puppet Attacks

Cong Wu, Kun He, Jing Chen, Ziming Zhao, Ruiying Du

USENIX Security’ 20



Report: Yano Research Institute Ltd.German, R. L., & Barber, K. S. (2018). Consumer attitudes about biometric 
authentication. The University of Texas at Austin.
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The Prevailing Fingerprint Authentication



Attacks on Fingerprint Authentication



Puppet Attack



Puppet Attack

Existing liveness detection methods all fail in defeating 
puppet attacks.



Our Approach 

Complement fingerprint authentication with 
fingertip-touch behavioral characteristics

Fingertip-touch 
behavior 

Fingerprint



System Overview

Data capture
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System Overview

Data capture Behavior 
characterizing Feature extraction Model training

/Authentication



Time- and Frequency- Domain Features (TFF)



CNN-based Features (CNF)



One-class Classifier

Local outlier factor (LOF) Isolation forest (IF)

One-class support vector 
machine (OCSVM)

 Pearson coefficient-based similarity 
comparison (PCC)



Data Collection

Datasets
90 subjects in the data collection.
Compiled three datasets in different postures1, periods2, 
and devices3.
Compiled one attack dataset4 by considering three 
attacks with 15 subjects as adversaries.



Reliability Evaluation



Reliability Evaluation

Finding: CNF+LOF achieves 
almost  the best performance 
with the lowest FAR.

Feature Set + Classifier BAC FAR FRR AUC

TFF + PCC 84.41 11.85 19.34 0.9169

TFF + OC-SVM 91.49 5.56 11.45 0.9656

TFF + LOF 93.28 4.32 9.13 0.9767

TFF + IF 96.07 2.51 5.35 0.9915

CNF + PCC 94.65 3.30 7.40 0.9871
CNF + OC-SVM 90.69 6.41 12.21 0.9532

CNF + LOF 97.99 0.86 3.16 0.9974

CNF + IF 93.63 3.72 9.06 0.9789

UnF + PCC 94.76 2.86 7.62 0.9888

UnF + OC-SVM 93.78 4.06 8.37 0.9806

UnF + LOF 98.02 1.52 2.43 0.9975

UnF + IF 96.88 2.03 4.21 0.9938



Evaluation of Presentation Attacks

Attack FAR Score

ARA 0.08/0.06 -0.29/0.15

PA 0.12/0.08 -0.62/0.13

MA 0.25/0.14 -0.37/0.10

Mean/standard deviation of 
FAR and prediction score

FAR and kernel density of prediction score under attacks



Limitations

Behavior variability with 
time elapsing?
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EchoHand: High Accuracy and Presentation Attack Resistant 
Hand Authentication on Commodity Mobile Devices

Cong Wu, Jing Chen, Kun He, Ziming Zhao, 

Ruiying Du, Chen Zhang 

CCS 2022



Promising Hand Authentication

Relying no dedicated hardware

Amazon 
one

RealSense depth 
camera

Hand authentication is promising

[Consumer attitudes about biometric authentication. Technical 
Report. The University of Texas at Austin Center for Identity. 
2018.]



Existing Hand Authentications

❖ Vulnerable to presentation attack.

❖ 3D hand geometry authentication rely on dedicated hardware, e.g., depth 
camera；

❖ 2D hand geometry authentication suffer from presentation attack.

Palm vein, blood flowing pattern of hand 

Palm print, i.e., skin texture of palm region  

Hand geometry features, e.g., finger length, width, hand 
shape, size

❖ Relying on infrared camera.

[PHOTO:thestar]



Motivation

Key idea: complement camera-based hand geometry recognition of 
one hand with active acoustic sensing of the other holding hand.



Acoustic Sensing
Multi-path propagation of acoustic signal

❖ Path 1: traveling through the device

❖ Path 2: traveling through the air, reflecting the by the hand holding 

device, and direct transmission

❖ Path 3: traveling through the air, and reflecting by other surrounding objects
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System Overview

Data Capturer

Transmitting 
inaudible sound

Recording echoes

Catching hand 
gesture

Data Preprocessor

Noise removal
Demodulation

Image 
augmentation

Signal extraction

Feature Extractor

Spectrogram 
Analysis

Learning-based 
feature extraction

Hand image 
segmentation 

Authenticator

Model training

PredictingLandmark 
detection
Landmark 

rectification



Data Capturer

Acoustic signal transmitting and receiving

❖ Select ZC sequence as the base signal.

❖ Modulate the signal to a inaudible high-frequency band. 

❖ Use bottom speaker to play, and top microphone to record echoes.

Auto-correlation Real and imaginary part of ZC sequence 



Data Preprocessor

❖ Noise removal and signal demodulation to reconstruct the baseband signal.

❖ Extracting the target signal shaped by the holding hand(Path 2) based 

on the relative energy and delay of different paths.

Acoustic data preprocessing



Feature Extractor
Acoustic features

❖ Analyze time-frequency spectrogram of magnitude and phase 

using continuous wavelet transform.

❖ Learn representative acoustic features using a pretrained 

network.

Time-frequency spectrogram Build the feature extractor



Data Capturer - Hand Gesture
Hand gesture catching

❖ The fingers and palm should be approximately in the same plane.

❖ The fingers should be straight and not overlap with each other.

Five example hand gestures in our experiments. 



Data Preprocessor - Hand Gesture

❖ Hand segmentation and contour detection, DeepLabv3 model.

❖ Hand image augmentation, scaling, rotation, translation, and shearing.

Hand gesture image preprocessing

Hand segmentation, and contour detection
Hand image augmentation



Feature Extractor - Hand Gesture
Hand geometry features

❖ Hand landmark detection and  rectification

❖ Hand geometry features representation,  e.g., finger length, length, 

distance palm size.



Authenticator

Only legitimate user’s data is available in enrollment: one-class 
classifier.

Local outlier factor (LOF) One-class support vector 
machine (OCSVM)Centroid classifier (CC)



Evaluation Setup

❖ 30 subjects in the data collection.

❖ Compiled datasets under different settings and real environments, e.g., low light, audible 

noise, different devices, periods, and hardware settings. 

❖ Compiled the attack dataset by considering three attacks with 6 subjects as adversaries.

❖ Sampling rate, 48kHz.

❖ Signal length, 25ms.

❖ Frequency band, 17.46-22.54kHz (inaudible band). 

Implementation

Dataset

❖ False acceptance rate,  false rejection rate

❖ Equal error rate (EER)

❖ Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve

❖ Area under the ROC curve (AUC) 

Metrics



Reliability Evaluation

EER under CC, LOF, and OCSVM: 2.45%, 5.96%, and 6.82% 



Impact Factors Study

EER on Pixel 3A, Xiaomi 6, Redmi Note7, GALAXY On5: 
2.45%, 7.24%, 3.69%, and 10.33%.

Covered bottom speaker and top microphone, EER: 
22.68%. 
Bottom speaker and bottom microphone, EER:18.32%.

EER under lab and four real environments: 2.45%, 4.95%,
4.79%, 5.55%, and 6.53%



Evaluation of Attack Resistance

Kernel density of prediction score under attacks

Attack type FAR Prediction scores
Gesture spoofing attack 0.21% -2.42/ 0.86
Presentation attack 0.62% -1.60/ 1.21
Mimicry attack 1.35% -2.11/ 1.37

Attack success rate: < 1.5%



Other Hand Authentications



Limitation
Short distance between the microphone 
and speaker.

Behavior variability over time.

Require users to hold the device.
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Consistency over a longer time 
span?

Others: low sampling rate, poor lighting, off-normal shooting angles,



Summary

◆ EchoHand characterizes the holding hand using acoustic sensing to 

complement hand geometry features from the other hand.

◆ Comprehensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of EchoHand 

under different settings and real environments.

◆ Evaluation of attack resistance against three types of attacks, the 

overhead.






